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Abstract

Purpose – It is evident that the local small and medium enterprises of Bangladesh suffered in the competition because of the strong presence of foreign brands in the market. The purpose of this study is to figure out the factors influencing consumers to purchase a foreign brand predominantly among young consumers.

Design/methodology/approach – It is a quantitative study considering 257 young demographics as respondents. They are drawn randomly. Confirmatory factor analysis, regression analysis and a path model of structural equation model using AMOS graphics software are used in this study to analyze the data.

Findings – This study finds two out of three identified variables are influencing the foreign product purchase for the young Bangladeshi consumers. Brand value and product features of the given foreign product are the most dominant factors behind this adoption. However, a significant relationship between product quality and brand choice is not evident in this study.

Research limitations/implications – It will give a clue to the small or medium startup of the country that normally target the young customer but face challenges to understand their mind and sometimes lagging because of the strong presence of the international brands.

Originality/value – A comprehensive review of the literature suggests that not so many studies took place that determines the respective factors behind the purchase of foreign brands particularly among young demographics of a lower middle income developing nation.
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1. Introduction
In this competitive global marketplace, brands play a critical role in consumers’ decision-making process and also provide a differential advantage to marketers. As consumers’ brand awareness facilitates their decision-making (Macdonald and Sharp, 2000). Foreign brands are trying to be more customer-focused and responsive and, in this process, the internet has become their major tool in the global marketplace. Besides, due to the huge improvement in information and communications technology now consumers are more empowered, connected, informed and aware all around the world. Even in a lower middle-income developing country (will officially graduate by 2026) such as Bangladesh, consumers are virtually connected with the local and foreign brands and know literally everything about the products and offers through the internet, websites and Social Networking Sites (Momen et al., 2020). Furthermore, because of the high availability of international brands and products, consumers’ ability to select foreign also has increased in the developing countries (Kashi, 2013). Therefore, customers’ propensity toward foreign brands has also increased.

Because of easy entry mode foreign brands with already established product identity, appropriate market research, proper marketing and promotion strategy, high retail capacity and huge investment are creating an uncertain situation for the local small and medium entities in the market. Often, foreign brands are implementing promotional strategies to capture the emerging market. Things have become more complicated for the regional consumer trade entities for the new local entrepreneurs as well.

This study tends to focus on a specific question such as why consumers from any emerging economy or developing country look for foreign brands nowadays. The answer to this question can essentially help the local entrepreneurs and small brands to design better brand strategies. To figure out the answer, the researcher tried to figure out two underlying factors that cause the adoption of consumers for a particular brand preference. Similar to many other studies, Keller and Brexendorf (2019) paid much importance to the equity model behind the adoption of any brand, customers are supposed to be rationally and emotionally convinced. In the line with that product, image is considered as the foundation of this emotional connection with the customers whereas product features and product quality are the two major rational attributes that customers are always looking for behind any brand choice and adoption.

As there are few studies that highlights the factors influencing the buying to go for a foreign brand in choosing their daily goods. However, there are hardly any research that conceptualized the most contributing factors on the basis of comprehensive literature review from a developing nations’ perspective. In the line with that this study is unique in nature to figure out the most relevant factors to determine the foreign product purchase from one of the fastest growing economies perspective (Rooney, 2019).

2. Objective of the study
This study aims to identify the key determinants of choosing foreign consumer brands from the perspective of Bangladeshi consumers. This study will help the regional trade entities to understand the brand perception of the local consumers, and it will provide some lessons to the local entrepreneurs and small brands to develop effective brand strategies for the particular market.

3. Literature and conceptual framework
The brand itself works as the key motivating factor to build a strong position in the local and international market. The brand expresses the personality of its users; foreign brands
indicate status, provide experiences and stories to tell. In the case of a developing country, the emergence of international brands might harm regional business entities, local brands (both big and small) and entrepreneurs. Though some Bangladeshi brands known as “deshi” brands are doing also very well but, in most cases, entrepreneurs start their business operations with informal set-ups (Shahriar et al., 2019), and they implement the branding strategies through their entrepreneurial journey.

Furthermore, in any emerging market consumers are more vibrant so often it becomes very difficult to determine the nature of the market and its maturity, with increasing income ((Lee and Nguyen, 2017; Kashi, 2013) and changing lifestyle consumers look for innovations (Shankar and Narang, 2020) and variety, consequently, inexperienced marketers fail to implement responsive marketing strategies. Considering the scale and future growth of emerging markets foreign brands also try to build a strong position in these markets.

Advancement in information technology and globalization has provided customers wider options and opportunities to consider while purchasing any preferred products or services, hence, customers’ preferences and perceptions of purchasing foreign products instead of locally available products might be shaped based on various criteria.

3.1 Product feature
According to Kashi (2013):

Consumers may intend to purchase a particular brand because they perceive the brand offers the right features, quality, or emotional benefits.

In reality, customers do not pay for the product but for the solution to their problems, features of the particular product which satisfy their needs and the emotional and physical benefit that the product offers at that specific time. However, in recent times the increase in global product variety has caused a multitude of customers’ demand for any new product features (ElMaraghy et al., 2013). Product variety, different colors, shapes and sizes are the most dominant elements of the product features that attract customers to buy a foreign product (Haque et al., 2015).

One of the reasons for customers’ preference toward foreign products and brands is the unavailability of the preferred features in local products. Often it seems that though the local industries of consumer products are much diverse but yet not diverse extensively or innovative enough; therefore, many customers who cannot satisfy their needs and wants through local products properly rely heavily on foreign brands or foreign products. Subsequently, gradually they develop kind of a fondness toward foreign brands and products, and even when local producers offer similar products, those customers are less likely to switch.

3.2 Brand/product quality
Some customers also tend to believe that foreign products are of premium quality compared to the local ones. Country of origin effect as well as less confidence on local merchandise and services or prior positive experience with foreign products helped formulation of such attitudes that lead customers to perceive foreign products and brands as premier and preferring their products instead of Bangladeshi products.

While exploring the Indian consumers’ attitudes toward local and foreign brand names Kinra, (2006) also found that the quality of the foreign brands is perceived to be higher than the local brands. In a study Kashi (2013) surveyed 850 customers to explore the consumer purchase behavior of buying foreign brands in comparison to local brands; the findings
showed that consumers’ need for uniqueness, perceived quality and emotional value directly influence the customers’ purchasing intention.

In their study, Haque et al. (2015) mentioned that:

[... ] Bangladeshi consumers pay much attention to the quality of foreign products. In the future, initiatives must be taken by marketers for informing the consumers about the superior quality of their products through advertisements.

Because of the strong presence of social media platforms, product and brand quality is being highly measured by the customers (Momen et al., 2020). They can now easily understand the quality with a different type of available online quality matrix and the comparison easily available online. In addition, customers can easily access the information of a brand such as ingredients, durability in a very easy way.

3.3 Brand image
On consumers’ perception toward buying foreign brands, an important study was conducted by Dao and Heidt (2018), in their study they tried to understand why consumers from developing countries prefer foreign brands? They focused on the Vietnamese consumers’ choice of buying two famous Japanese brands named Sony and Honda. They collected the required data from 400 Vietnamese consumers and found that when identifying with the developed nation consumers in developing countries prefer foreign brands from the developed countries over the domestic brands.

Customers’ perceived social status or expressiveness attitude also shapes their perception toward foreign products and brands (Han, 2017). As it is usual in the Bangladeshi cultural perspective, lots of customers hold the belief that western products and brands are superior and contribute more to personal image development or in higher maintaining social status. This perceived fascination toward foreign brands and products which is perhaps associated with their social value confirmation influences those customers’ perception biasedly toward foreign brands.

Foreign brands are considered as a threat to the local brands (Ali et al., 2017). Well-known international brands with aggressive marketing strategies can easily capture the market; therefore, the increasing trend of international trade has created tension among the local entrepreneurs. Creating a brand identity is not a very easy task particularly for the small and informal business entities. Nevertheless, local brands and new entrepreneurs can learn many important lessons from foreign brands and their strategies.

In Figure 1, a hypothesized model shows the conceptual framework of the study. Based on the literature review, this study figures out the following three alternative hypotheses for the study to be tested:

1. Product features have a significant impact on the choice of a foreign brand.
2. Brand image has a significant impact on the choice of a foreign brand.
3. Product quality has a significant impact on the choice of a foreign brand.

4. Methodology
This exploratory study adopts a quantitative research method. As the purpose of the study is to figure out the reasons why young demographics are choosing foreign brands in their daily product selection. A total of 257 young consumers in the emerging market were chosen as respondents randomly. Because of the pandemic of the COVID-19 situation, most of the data was collected online by using Google Forms.
A widely used scaling technique, namely, the five-point Likert scale is used in the questionnaire to give extensive options to the respondents (Malhotra et al., 2017). Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) has been used to determine the respective items of each specific factor (Hair et al., 2017). To test the hypothesis, the regression weight of the path model of structural equation model using AMOS graphics is used.

5. Data analysis
With the use of factor analysis, Table 1 shows that KMO and Bartlett’s test shows that the number of samples used in the study is adequate. It is well above the benchmark value of 0.70.

5.1 Confirmatory factor analysis
Figure 2 that is CFA confirms the total three factors related to the foreign brand choice that is the dependent variable. Here, all the benchmark values for the goodness of the fit that CFI, RMSEA and significant value is within the acceptable range. Loading of items related to respective variables also confirms the higher association in the CFA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KMO and Bartlett’s Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bartlett’s test of sphericity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approx. chi-square</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>df</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. KMO and Bartlett’s test
The Normed Chi-square in the figure with the respective chi-square and “P” statistic is less than the benchmark value of 5 shows that the model is overall fit (Momen et al., 2019). Herewith the value of CFI close to 1 shows the good fit in the baseline comparison of the model. In addition, RMSEA value less than 0.07 shows the better value in the composite index. Hence, in all the overall fit indexes, the present study meets all the requirements.

5.2 Hypothesis testing
Critical ratio (CR) value is used to test the derived hypothesis in the baseline or main model of SEM. Here, the benchmark CR value to signify the relationship is 1.96 (Hair et al., 2010). Figure 3 brings the path analysis that shows the relationship between and among the variables. The goodness of the fit of the model looks upright with all the values within the range of the benchmarks.

Table 2 shows that all the derived null hypothesis between the independent and dependent variable is rejected. Meaning that the relationship between product characteristics and brand choice, brand value and brand choice, product quality and brand choice was found significant in terms of foreign brand consumption in this study.
6. Research findings
The research result is supported by the literature described in the literature review section. Product features and brand value are found the most significant factors behind the choice of a foreign brand among the young educated people of Bangladesh. It is also evident in the many studies that young people normally pay more attention to product features and brand value than other characters of the brand.

The result of this study is consistent with these studies. Besides, product features and variety are also found important among the young demographic of Bangladesh in choosing a foreign brand. However, as some studies argue, when brand image is dominant, sometimes consumers do not bother about the product quality. They consider it implied in a brand with a higher image.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>S.E.</th>
<th>C.R.</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>Label</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F_Brand_Choice←PF</td>
<td>0.364</td>
<td>0.126</td>
<td>2.885</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F_Brand_Choice←BI</td>
<td>0.416</td>
<td>0.154</td>
<td>2.695</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F_Brand_Choice←PQ</td>
<td>0.195</td>
<td>0.137</td>
<td>1.424</td>
<td>0.154</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.
Path model using SEM

Table 2.
Regression weights:
(group number 1 – default model)
7. Discussion
Bangladesh, a riverine country located in the northeastern corner of the Indian subcontinent. It is a democratic and secular country that has achieved socio-political stability in recent years with sustained economic growth. According to the report of the World Bank (2020), Bangladesh reduced its poverty from 43.8% (in 1991) to 14.8% (in 2016), based on the parameter of the international poverty line of $1.90 a day, and in 2015, it achieved the lower-middle-income country status. As an emerging market with a population of around 160 million and sustainable macroeconomic performance in recent years, Bangladesh is also offering better prospects for investment; therefore, global brands are considering it as a new land of opportunities. Foreign brands with exposure and experience offer different value propositions to the emerging markets. In some cases, with a proper value chain, better market research and local focus foreign brands enjoy the benefits of monopolistic competition.

Consumers of emerging markets also look for better products and solutions and tend to expend more on foreign brands. Customers’ favorable outlook toward foreign brands and foreign products and their tendency to purchase those lead to the country’s various entrepreneurship opportunities and their exciting activities at inspection. While some entrepreneurs are using their business, strategies based on customers’ such perception toward foreign brands and products, others are having a hard time keeping their business afloat because of customers’ fondness for foreign products and brands instead of local ones. Some entrepreneurs believe customers are right to choose foreign brands and products as those are providing more innovative offerings and in present times, they match customers’ requirements accurately. Respecting customers’ positive perception toward foreign brands and products, these entrepreneurs developed their business or adapted their business strategies around the concept of providing customers with quality foreign products and making them familiar with renowned foreign brands. Entrepreneurs who are running e-commerce businesses, online shops, or entrepreneurs who are importers are reaping the benefit out of customers through their tendency of foreign product preference. These entrepreneurs are using the free trade policy and think that customers’ increased preference of foreign brands and products are inevitable considering the globalization effects and global standards also, local industries of consumer products should evolve in line with international standards; otherwise, it is logical for the local industries to fall behind.

However, many entrepreneurs are suffering the worst because of customers’ fondness toward foreign brands and products instead of local ones. Entrepreneurs who are trying to develop local brands and who are promoting locally made products are finding it quite difficult to establish their business because of customers’ likeness biased likeness toward foreign products and brands. These entrepreneurs believe that customers overestimate foreign brands or products while underestimating the local brands and products, not giving them enough chance to prove themselves.

These phenomena lead young and new local entrepreneurs toward disappointing outcomes, as they are failing to attract customers toward their brands and products. As a result, the success of local entrepreneurship or development and the success of local brands are now questionable as they are often deemed unworthy by the consumers. Such victim entrepreneurs hope and believe that that though customers’ such selective and biased perception is costing their business but the situation is likely to improve as customers’ perception is slowly on the change and soon, they will realize the significance of buying local brands and products, as those are getting equal with foreign brands and products in terms of value and quality.
8. Lesson for local entrepreneurs

In Bangladesh, similar to other developing nations, products range from first moving consumer items (FMCG) to shopping products, international brands are dominant in the market competition against their local counterparts. As described in the earlier phase of the study, the paper aims to extract the lessons for the local entrepreneurs. It gives them the clear direction; how should they design their business model and highlight the specific factors to compete the international competitors. For instance, from the regression weight of path model (Table 2), it is clear that Bangladeshi consumers who prefer foreign brands, they prioritize it because of the product features and brand image. However, it is clear in the model that quality of the local products in almost every aspect is quite competitive. This finding will assist the local entrepreneurs to strategies their future course of actions. They should not limit their product features and types into lower limit. Instead, further product designs and new types should be offered in the market according to the customer demands. The findings are supported by the other studies as well (Gulliando and Shihab, 2019). In addition, they should establish their brand image in the top of the customers’ mind by following strategic brand building procedure with the continuous brand communication strategies (Novansa and Ali, 2017). If they will be able to do this, local brands of Bangladesh can be very competitive against their international counterparts.

9. Conclusion and recommendation

As foreign brands are dominant in the Bangladeshi consumer market, local entrepreneurs, particularly young startups, find it hard to compete with them. The study will give them a clear idea of what to focus on by detecting the reasons for buying foreign brands by the young Bangladeshi consumers. Instead of focusing on a lot of other issues, infant startups and local brands (both formal and informal) should highly focus on their brand-building activities and create emotional bonds with the target group.

Apart from that, in developing continuous improvement in the product features and design, they should not lag behind to develop and manage a sustainable image in the heart and mind of the customer. Government, local business associations and other relevant stakeholders can also consider these as an important takeaway to nurture the existing business under their control. Future research might take place where brand image can play a moderating role between the relationships of independent variables (such as product quality and features) and foreign brand choice in a given community.
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Appendix 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>R square</th>
<th>Adjusted R square</th>
<th>Std. error of the estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.674</td>
<td>0.455</td>
<td>0.446</td>
<td>0.57633</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *Predictors: (constant), situational, brand, quality, characteristic

Table A1. Model summary

Appendix 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cronbach's alpha</th>
<th>N of items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.902</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A2. Reliability
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